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For those of Down to Earth who have been involved for ten years or less - a question. ‘how does
ConFest happen?’ Another Easter comes around, the gates open, and people stream in, and once
again the magic happens. So, how does this happen? What does happen during ConFest is unique in
the world. Travelers from overseas say they have found nothing like it anywhere else in the world.
There are thousands of events, gatherings, festivals, and other kinds of happenings around the world,
and every time the gates open and people stream in they do not create anything like the ConFest type
magic. At ConFest, it is the people who come streaming in that generate the very special experience.
The current ‘Down to Earth’ energy has very little to do with this ConFest magic. Sure, DTE sets the
site, some of the roads, and other infrastructure. These are necessary though in no way sufficient to
create the magic.
Many interconnected and inter-related things have happened in the decades of the 1970s, 1980s, and
1990s that have contributed to creating a pool of 20,000 to 30,000 or more folk who have been to
ConFest multiple times. Collectively this pool of kindred folk have the inclinations, passions,
competences, and energy to do it all again. A subset of this pool attends each ConFest. Enough of
these people come each ConFest to seed the magic for those who are new or have been to a few
ConFests.
During these decades only a very few folk were searching for ConFest sites and knew what to look
for. They have searched for, found, and evaluated over 100 potential sites; they were also part of the
small group who found DTE’s two properties. They are the holders of competence and wisdom of how
to do this. For decades ConFest went to a new sit every year. Exploring the new site was a core
aspect of the experience. Each year was novel.
And a few older folk who are still around were key people in seeding contexts for enervating this pool
of magic-makers in the nineties and before. They are holders of the Way to seed contexts for magic to
happen - how to keep everything tentative to maximize the lived experience of freedom upon arrival.
The only aspects preplanned were front gate, toilets and the location of the market. ConFest sites
were like blank canvas ready for spontaneous artistry. Attendees knew of this freedom and would
revel in it. ‘Here we come and create our own spaces of our own choosing in places of our own
choosing. Here and there are hints of possibilities.’ ‘Attendees, if you want a more quiet area – look
over here. If you are pagans, perhaps look over there. You’ll find a grove of trees, a clear view of the
full moon and a ceremonial place.’ ’Wow! Just what we like. We were seeding possibilities for folk to
use if they want. We are constantly exploring self-organizing systems. This seeding of possibilities is
coming out of a profound understanding of the differing energies that may arrive and what they may
be looking for. No one is telling anyone where they must go.
Many of the establishers of this vast pool of ConFest attendees no longer attend ConFest. They do
not like what ConFest is becoming.

DTE energy is very different to ConFest energy.
Some folk have been using terms like ‘dysfunctional’ and ‘toxic’ to say why they no longer associate
with Down to Earth. This has been continuing so some time. Some are asking, will DTE energy kill
ConFest?
The phenomena of ConFest can be traced back to radical kinds of folk in the 1960s engaging in
radical action, processes, and ways of being together. These radical change-agents were sometimes
called ‘dropouts’ - an apt name. They had dropped out of the dominant system. Some focused on
opposing the dominant system. Others had no part in this – preferring to use their energy to create
new social forms for better futures. Some of lesser vision and insight with perhaps greater hurt by the
system were deflected into useless opposing of the system; protesting the Vietnam war and using
illegal drugs both engineered by the dominant system as a very successful strategy to deflect, block
and stop innovative social action in evolving better worlds. Today, the remnants of the folk involved in
exploring new social forms are a typical example of ‘being alternative’. When you find and talk to them
they say things like the following which blends many people’s comments together:
‘With us as ‘alternatives’ everything and we mean everything is continually up for review. We are
agents-of-change and we are very aware that we can really scare the powers-that-be. So we never
protest against what is; rather we explore what could be. We have a sustained focus on coming up
with alternatives to the dominant (dominating) system. We are getting close to nature – embracing
simply living well with mother earth. We were called ‘dropouts’ and ‘long haired hippies’ and included
with the ‘radical University Students’. We know that together we have astronomical potential. Dr Jim
Cairns book ‘Growth and Human Potential’ is about just this. We are using this pooled potential to
evolve alternative ways of living together to make better worlds. We are exploring habitat - better
ways of housing ourselves, better ways of living, far better alternatives to current economies and
current financial systems and means of exchange, altogether better ways of thriving. We are all for
enriching the wisdom of life experience within common folk – the psycho-emotional commons that is
been whittled away by experts of all kinds. We’re exploring working together collaboratively without
people being over other people and some telling others what they can and can’t do. We’re exploring
better ways of relating; better ways of cooperatively conversing; better ways of evolving
communities; better ways of local, regional, and global governance; better ways of celebrating in
gatherings and altogether better ways of being. Now most of us no longer go to ConFest. It is no
longer our scene. Many attendees are into just being entertained and having a good time. The place
is slowly been turned into a permanent giant mainstream holiday camp with preplanned camp sites
in straight rows Everything is becoming so like the dominant system that it is already feels in parts
like Torquay municipal camping ground or a national park camping ground with rangers. Soon
bollards will be popping up everywhere. We alternatives are Futurists. We ‘alternative folk’ continue
to form covert networks of networks of futurists on the margins weaving all of the above alternative
forms of actions for replacing the dominant system of systems in decline. And in times of increasing
threat of natural disasters, we alternatives are at the forefront of world-best-practice in evolving
processes for having large collectives of people traveling to remote places and being able to have
quality time together with rudimentary infrastructure. You are invited to think about your experience
of DTE and how we all may play a part rather than drifting apart. How can DTE support ConFest and
not lead to its slow destruction.
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